The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
just an example -> The selection :
• Isolated electron P T >25 GeV, |η|<2.4
• E T miss >25 GeV
• no jets with E T >30 GeV, |η|<2.5
Error on the low-x gluon shape parameter λ, xg(x) ~x -λ can be significantly reduced (35%) with just 100 pb -1 of data. (4% exp. systematic and no Luminosity measurement assumed!) (Work in progress)
Due to the clean signal and very good control of theoretical predictions W ± ± ± ± and Z production in their leptonic decays may prove to be one of the most reliable (parton) luminosity monitors. Important to tag the b-jets! Largely cleans the sample and helps jet assignment.
Typical selection :
• Isolated lepton P T >20 GeV • E T miss >20 GeV
• 4 jets with E T >40 GeV, |η|<2.5
• >1 b-jet (ε b ≈50%, ε uds ≈10 -3 , ε c ≈10 -2 )
• BKG <2% W/Z+jets,WW/ZZ/WZ efficiency: ~1-2%:
Single lepton tt event selection Results for 10 fb -1 , fast simulation :
Tevatron @ 2 fb -1 Stat only:
From W polarization, deduce sensitivity to tWb anomalous couplings model independent approach, i.e. effective Lagrangian
15
Tops not polarized in pairs, but correlations between spins -Like-helicity pairs more abundant in LHC tt spin correlation Any deviation from SM prediction might sign the presence of tt production through a new mechanism. a heavy spin-0 (Higgs ?), new vector particle or spin-2 (KK graviton ?)
